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Our Solutions

Gear and Vane Pumps.

Centrifugal Pumps.

Submersible Pumps.

Diaphragm Pumps.

Injection Pumps.

Screw Pumps.

Additive Injection Systems.

Chemical Injection Packages.

Skid Mounted Pump Packages.

Reciprocating Pump Packages.

We bring our own unique solutions along with our prestigious international partners.

Our Partners
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Characteristics:
Viscosities between 28 to 2.000.000 SSU (1 to 440.000 cSt)
Flow up to 1600 gpm (363m3 hr)

Internal Gear (or gear-within-a-gear) technology was invented in 1902 by the 
founder of Viking Pump, which is the world-leading provider of internal gear 
process pumps.

Viking Pump, Inc. has been a pump industry leader and innovator since its founding 
in 1911. We're building on our ever-growing experience to deliver innovative 
pumping solutions (including custom designs) to thousands of customers who use 
millions of Viking pumps in some of the world's toughest applications.

Viking Pump, a Unit of IDEX Corporation, leads the world in the design and 
manufacture of rotary Positive Displacement Pumps for use in some of the toughest 
applications. Our innovative products have been key contributors to successful 
operations in virtually every industry—from military, to Oil and Gas, Food, Power 
Generation and beverage, to chemicals, fuels and plastics— reliably pumping 
materials that are thin, thick, hot, cold, liquid, solid, etc.

Viking gear and vane pumps are positive displacement rotary pumps that move the 
same amount of liquid with each shaft revolution. Manufactured in various 
materials and different types of connections and seals. We can supply stand alone 
pumps or skid mounted assemblies including base and motor for almost every 
application.

Viking Offers Three Options for API 676 Compliance

Applications
Liquids and fuels. (Oil and Gas)
Food Industry.
Chemical Industry.
Power Generation.
Metals and Mining.
Marine.

5 year warranty
Models: 4223AX - 4323AX

3 year warranty
Models: 4223AA - 4323AA

3 year warranty
Models: 4223A - 4323A

Gear and Vane Pumps
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Gorman-Rupp has been manufacturing pumps and pumping systems since 1933. 
Many of the innovations introduced by Gorman-Rupp have become industry 
standards.

Pump models offered by Gorman-Rupp include self-priming centrifugal, standard 
centrifugal, submersible, rotary gear and diaphragm pumps. Gorman-Rupp has over 
one million square feet of the most modern manufacturing and warehousing 
facilities found throughout the world. As we continue to provide pumps and pumping 
systems to customers around the globe, we never lose sight of the original philosophy 
that started our company: INNOVATION, IMPROVEMENT AND SUPERIOR PRODUCTS.

Superior products require state-of-the-art facilities, and those of Gorman-Rupp are 
among the most efficient and modern in the world, updating plants and employing 
the latest technology to ensure that their products are the most reliable in the 
industry. The commitment to engineering and manufacturing superiority is the same 
as it was in 1933.

Gorman-Rupp's 825,000 square foot manufacturing facility and corporate 
headquarters located in Mansfield, Ohio, accommodates the most advanced 
technology available. State-of-the-art, fully automated machining centers provide 
high-speed, high-quality machining of pump castings.

Gorman-Rupp has an experienced staff of engineers dedicated to the design and 
construction of the most efficient and serviceable pumps in the industry.   We, as 
representatives are trained to help you select the proper pumps and related 
equipment for your specific application. We are also available to offer suggestions on 
maintaining your equipment for maximum performance. Should a problem occur, 
Gorman-Rupp is available to provide service and fast parts supply for your pump. 
Gorman-Rupp pumps are constructed to handle the toughest jobs. Cast Iron, Bronze, 
316 Stainless Steel, CD4MCu and G-R Hard Iron are available to handle your corrosive 
and abrasive fluids. Gorman-Rupp pumps are at home anywhere where 
dependability and ease of service are essential.

Centrifugal Pumps
Submersible Pumps
Diaphragm Pumps
Pressure Booster Stations

Products Applications

Fuel Loading Terminals.
Tank Farms.
Power Generation.
Food Industry.
Marine.
Mining.
Water and Sewage.

Centrifugal, Submersible and Diaphragm Pumps
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Highly reliable controlled volume dosing pumps and accessories. Components for 
chemical injection systems pulsation dampers, safety relief valves and calibration 
columns among others.

Controlled-volume metering pumps and customized solutions that maximize 
uptime and lower maintenance costs.

Many industrial processes depend upon catalysts for their success. Such catalysts 
can be toxic in nature and dosing the precise amounts safely and effectively is a 
top priority.

Milton Roy has years of experience in providing metering pump technology that 
can withstand the harsh chemicals and environmental conditions of processing 
operations using catalyst reactors.

Milton Roy metering pumps are a highly-reliable choice for municipal water 
treatment applications. Our metering pumps are highly efficient and are designed 
to provide a wide range of flow rates as well as other advanced features important 
to the water treatment process.

Electrical Drive Chemical Dosing Pumps.
Pneumatic Dosing Pumps.
Proteus Electronic Dosing Pumps with Remote Connectivity.
Electromagnetic Driven Dosing Pumps (LMI). 

Applications

Products

Chemical Plants.
Water treatment plants.
Food Industry.
Pharmaceutical Industry.
Power Generation.
Oil and Gas
Marine.

Injection Pumps
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CIRCOR is a world leader in the manufacture of 
positive displacement pumps and related technology 
for use in the commercial marine, defense, industrial, 
oil and gas, and power generation industries.

By providing reliable fluid handling solutions for 
numerous applications, we’ve built strong and lasting 
partnerships with global firms and regional operators.

Our extensive product line includes industrial pumps, 
injection pumps, transfer pumps, specialty centrifugal 
pumps, and rotary screw pumps (twos-crew, 
three-screw, and progressive-cavity).

Pump Technologies:

Two-Screw.
Three-Screw.
Centrifugal.
Propeller.
Side Channel.
External/Internal Gear.
Peristaltic.

Productos

Aplicaciones

Power Generation.
Food Industry.
Metals / Mining.
Chemical Plants.
Pulp and Paper.
Marine.
Distilleries.

Screw Pumps
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Reciprocating Pumps

Products

Applications

Oil & Gas.

Core Drilling and Mining.

Reverse Osmosis.

Well Service.

Horizontal Directional Drill.

TechnipFMC has a 130-year history of experience in developing 
piston and plunger pumps that require less service, perform in 
demanding conditions, produce high flow rates, and have an 
extended life cycle.  TechnipFMC’s offers a diverse line of 
pumps for oil and gas, including heavy-duty power ends paired 
with main journal roller bearings and heavy duty rod journal 
bearings, heavy-duty crankshafts, fluid cylinders designed so 
packing and valves are easily accessible, and customized 
pumps made to order. 

Piston Pumps.

Plunger Pumps.

Characteristics

Flow rates from ,5 GPM to 1594 GPM (362 m3/hr).

Pressures up to 690 bar (10.000 Psi).

Viscosities up to 2000 mPas.

Volumetric Efficiency 90%.

Plunger Pump designed to API674.
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Our Solutions

We offer to the different industrial sectors our engineering service and the execution of "Turnkey Projects (IPC)" for the 
adequacy or improvements of different processes in each of your industries. We also are characterized in offering,  in 
addition of state of the art equipment and  solutions,  support and specialized advice for project development.  We also 
offer continuous technical after sales support and maintenance advise.

Additive Injection Systems

Solutions designed according to the needs of the client for 
applications where it is required to incorporate a very small 
volume (from 10 cc / min) into a measuring line in a constant 
and fully automated.

Applications

Tank Truck and Tank Car Loading Terminals.
Measurement and Control Lines.
Fuel, Ethanol and Biodiesel Loading Systems. 

Chemical Injection Packages

Applications

Conceived as a metallic platform on which are located 
container tanks, dosing pumps and a series of 
instrumentation equipment for monitoring, measurement 
and flow control.

Crude oil and gas treatment in production Areas 
(demulsifier, antifoaming, asphaltene dispersant injection,  
etc.).
Water Treatment Plants (Biocide, Corrosion Inhibitor, 
Flocculant, Scale injection, etc.).
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Aplicaciones

Re Injection of Salt Water in Production Areas (Flow Stations,
Discharge Stations)
Crude Oil Washing Tank Farms.
Produced Water Disposal.
Salt Water Injection Package.
Crude Oil Transfer Package.

Reciprocating Pump Packages

Metallic platform on which both the pump and the motor 
are located, duly coupled, through a transmission system, 
pipes, valves, accessories and the respective 
instrumentation for monitoring and controlling the 
various process variables.

Skid Mounted Pump Packages

Aplicaciones

Oil & Gas

Petrochemical

Chemical Industry

General Industry

A Positive displacement pump skid includes a pump and a driver 
such as an electric motor or diesel engine coupled together and  
mounted on a common steel baseplate.  The pump skid is 
custom-designed, assembled and tested in house and 
ready-to-operate  for oil transfer applications.     

These systems can be provided with UL-CSA electrical control 
panels and include all strainers, check valves, and relief valves 
necessary for a reliable and robust operation.    
Our responsibility starts from the design right through the 
commissioning.

Fluids:
All varieties of refined fuels & lubricants

Resins & polymers

Alcohols & solvents

Asphalt, bitumen & pitch

Polyurethane foam (isocyanates, polyols & additives)

Food products such as corn syrup, chocolate & peanut butter

Paint, inks & pigments

Soaps & surfactants

Heat transfer fluids



USA - Houston, TX 77070
20333 State Hwy 249 Suite 200
Phone: + 1 281.469.1423
Fax: +1 281.671.6601
Cel: +1 713.344.4810

info@ferrumenergy.com

ferrumenergy.com

Attention GuaranteedWide Coverage

Quality and TechnologyActions with Values Customized Solutions
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